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Liverpool survive defensive frailties 
Sheffield United 0 - Liverpool 0.  
LIVERPOOL came gift-wrapped to Bramall Lane yesterday in a new kit of gold and 
black and with a defence so porous and pedestrian it seemed ideal to give 
Sheffield United the Christmas fillip that prompts a climb away from their habitual 
mid-winter position in the lower reaches of the table.  
The home team, which has now scored only one goal in eight games and has won 
once in the past 18 matches, tore at the flimsy resistance Liverpool offered but 
failed to prise the defence fully open. Spent after a profligate first half, Sheffield 
United hung on during a second period that passed in a blur of mediocrity and 
ended in their fifth goalless draw of the season.  
It was hard to believe that this was the same Liverpool team that played its part 
to the full in the 3-3 draw with Tottenham at White Hart Lane last weekend. Only 
Fowler, Redknapp and Grobbelaar retained the impressive, cultured style that had 
graced North London.  
The restoration of Ruddock and Dicks to the visitors' defence made it alarmingly 
susceptible to the neat incisions of Hodges and Whitehouse and even the 
lumbering charges of Flo. Both defenders looked short of fitness and devoid of 
pace and left Redknapp and Nicol to do much of the chasing back for them.  
The Yorkshire side should have gone ahead in the third minute on a pitch made 
treacherous by areas that had not been thawed by the bright sunshine. 
Whitehouse ran through as the Liverpool defence pushed out and struck a dipping 
volley over Grobbelaar but wide of his goal. The same player crossed a minute 
later but his pass eluded a posse of advancing forwards and five minutes after 
that, Grobbelaar flung himself through the air to block a 25-yard volley from 
Hodges and clutched it to his chest at the second attempt.  
As Liverpool tottered, exposed down the left flank in particular, Ward unwittingly 
managed to thread a cross between Davison and Flo as they lurked on the edge of 
the six-yard box when it seemed easier to find either. The best chance came soon 
afterwards, when Flo advanced on Grobbelaar but squared the ball to Davison, 
who was in an off-side position, when he should have shot himself.  
Davison reached the fourth row of the stand, engulfed in celebrating supporters, 
before he realised his goal had been disallowed. Two minutes later, he confined 
himself to a theatrical fall to the floor when Hodges, unmarked eight yards out, 
glanced Flo's cross well wide of Grobbelaar's gaping goal.  
``I gave up counting the chances we missed after 20 minutes,'' Dave Bassett, the 
Sheffield United manager, said. ``But when you are down at the bottom you do 
not get the breaks and when you are at the top, you do. We created enough 
chances to win three games today and we even passed the ball about a bit, which 
is unusual for us. But there was enough for us to build on.''  
Liverpool continued to show their vulnerability even after they had weathered the 
early storm and it took a fine save from Grobbelaar to deny Flo from point-blank 
range after the Norwegian international striker had run on to Hodges's cunning 
free kick.  
But Redknapp and Clough gradually imposed themselves on the midfield in the 
second half, Rush and Fowler began to look livelier and McManaman made some 
weaving, if largely inconsequential, runs on the right amid the clumps of frozen 
soil that played a part in stunting the development of the match.  
Rush's petulant reaction to his substitution seven minutes from the final whistle 
even added a talking point to the otherwise barren proceedings. ``I am not going 
to make any judgment on my players after that,'' Graeme Souness, the Liverpool 
manager said. ``The conditions were difficult, the ground was half-frozen, half-
thawed. It was what Bob Paisley would have called a `two-faced pitch'.''  

 

 
Liverpool caught off colour but escape a hiding 
to paraphrase the Bishop of Durham crudely - but even those of unshakeable faith 
in the gospel of Scouse could not have believed that the team in the gold shirts 
and black shorts at Bramall Lane were Liverpool.  
For one thing all the world knows that Liverpool play in all red and, if faced with a 
colour clash, in white. There have been recent disturbing sightings of Liverpool in 
green (until the FA ruled that out because it clashed with the officials) but never 
in their history have they had to root around in the Christmas rush for black and 
gold.  
Admittedly the 00 scoreline smacked of Liverpool. Their name has been 
synonymous with the keeping of clean sheets for years, but these were generally 
obtained because of awesome defensive organisation, not in spite of the 
defensive incompetence that dogged them yesterday.  
No, this could not have been Liverpool, a side in such disarray that they should 
have been four goals down by half-time.  
If Sheffield United are relegated in the spring, they will not rue the occasions they 
were outplayed - such as Manchester United's 30 win here three weeks ago - as 
much as the days they ran amok and still failed to force victory.  
United have now scored once in eight games and, if that has generally illustrated 
widespread creative failings, against Liverpool they created chances with 
bewildering regularity. On the few occasions United conquered their aversion to 
scoring, Grobbelaar was at the height of his game.  
Graeme Souness relied upon the description of one of his predecessors as 
Liverpool manager, Bob Paisley, when he summed up the pitch as 'two-faced'. 
Liverpool defended the frostier end before half-time and they defended it 
chaotically with Dicks and Ruddock in constant upheaval.  
Dicks's lengthy absence because of a knee injury entitled him to a lack of match 
fitness and he soon settled for survival by push and shove. Ruddock looked an 
uncomfortably big man on such a surface and took every step as if it might be his 
last.  
United, kick-started by Whitehouse's boisterous sprints from midfield, spurned 
five golden opportunities in the first 15 minutes. Whitehouse, after lobbing Jones, 
volleyed close from 25 yards, as did Hodges from a greater distance, but it was 
from much closer where United were most profligate.  
Ward crossed behind Flo and Davison when only a touch was needed. Flo, 
abdicating responsibility as the ball bobbled awkwardly, squared to Whitehouse, 
whose goal was disallowed for offside.  
When Hodges's ducking header from five yards, from Flo's cross, passed beyond 
the far post, someone mused that if the roles had been reversed United would 
assuredly have scored; soon the roles were reversed and United assuredly did 
not.  
'We should have beaten them. We did everything other than score,' said Dave 
Bassett, the United manager.  
It could not last. Liverpool controlled the second half, slowing it to Dicks's and 
Ruddock's pace. Redknapp, who has a very useful 'engine', should be given his 
own branch line, Fowler might have nicked a goal, and Rush played some of 
Liverpool's more perceptive passes before he was substituted. But Souness will 
not be contemplating the New Year with much certainty.  
Sheffield United: Kelly; Bradshaw, Beesley, Hoyland, Gage, Ward, Kamara 
(Falconer, 78min), Hodges, Whitehouse, Davison, Flo.  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; Jones, Wright, Ruddock, Dicks, McManaman, Redknapp, 
Clough, Nicol, Rush (Walters, 82), Fowler.  
Referee: A Wilkie (Crewe). 

 


